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ABSTRACT
An American history class in Melbourne, Florida,

provides an opportunity for tenth grade students to experience the
reality of interpersonal, interaction and small group cooperation in
the classroom. The first three days of the year-long course are used
to identify leaders and to assign groups, numbering five to seven
students. In addition to covering course materials, the first three
weeks are employed in gaining insight into group processes through
discussion, films, slides, overhead transparencies, and handouts.
Starting with the fourth week of class, a cooperative group state of
development is entered by having students take over the
responsibility for forming groups and assigning themselves more
specific roles, while the teacher participates as consultant and
observer. Day to day activities within this organizational structure'
include a day of preparation, three days of group work, and a day of
evaluation. All group discussion of course content is based on the
study of historical situations and social issues, drawing from
textbooks, paper backs, films, and handouts. A questionnaire study of
the students in this class and of a control class reveals that the
group participation approach requires more effort on the student's
part, increases peer group pressure, and results in higher
attendance. Findings did not show an expected increase of confidence
in handling interpersonal relationships. (KSM)
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skills in inquiry, and most importantly they must become involved in their own
education. When this level of development is reached, the students are ready., -
for a more.sophisticated form of group process, which Ms. Wells calls "cooperative
grouping."

COOPERATIVE GROUPING

When Students enter the cooperativegrouping stage of development, three
aspects of the class proce'dure'changeo- First; students take over the responsi-
bilityforforming groups4'.Sicond, more specific roles are assigned'to the stu-
dents:'. Finally,:the teacher participates.less in+the day- to-day functioning of
the groups and begins to.serve.primarily as consultant and observer. .

The first step in forMing the cooperative groups is for the students to
decide who will serve as chairmen, or Moderators as they are called in Melbourne.
It is preferred.thatMhe Moderators volunteer-for the job, since it carries a
great deal of responsibility and is'rewarded with extra credit. However,. if
volunteers are nct forthcoming a class election is held.

.

Oece the Moderators are selected, they move around the classroom and
select or "sign up" students to be in'their.groups. Selection is.quite compet-
itive, because the Moderators realize it is necessary to have students who' -are

. cooperative and willing to contribute. if the group isto.performwell. Ms. Wells
points out that, surprisingly, Moderators seldom select close friends or dis- .

criminate by race, but instead look.for students who will work togetherwell as
a group.

.

The of-a .cooperative group is six weeks. At the end of this
time the class reorganizes into new groups,.so students can have maximum ex-,
perience in working with a variety of individuals during the school year.
Within a six -week period the Moderator has the right to "trade-off" members
who are not performing'well. This is done by two Moderators agreeing.to trade
members.' Similarly, if a grouOfinds.its-Moderator ineffective, they are en-.
couraged to explain their dissatisfaction to him. If he fails to improve, the
group has the right to request a new leader.
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ROLES IN COOPERATIVE GROUPS

As the first cooperative groups are formed, the teacher devotes one class
period to explain the different roles to be played in the groups. Each group is
composed of a Moderator, Assistant Moderator, Evaluator, and Antagonists and
Protagonists. The functions and responsibilities of each role are specifically,
defined.

Moderator. The role of Moderator is the key role; it is the leadership
position. Moderators have considerable authority and responsibility; they are
central to the success or failure of a group. Because of the importance of this
role, Ms. Wells holds a Moderator training session. In this session, she care-
fully explains the other roles to be played in the groups and explains the pro-
cedure for assigning students to these roles.

Each Moderator first selects an Assistant Moderator, usually someone with
a high achievement level. Evaluators are selected next and the remaining roles
are then filled. An attempt is made to balance sex and race in each group..
Each Moderator announces his assignments to his group.

In leading his group, the Moderator has specific responsibilities. He
makes certain that each member understands his role and function. He keeps the
discussions moving. He encourages all members to participate. He leads in the
evaluation of individual members as well as of the group itself. In short, the
Moderator assures that his Cooperative group works together to achieve its objec-
tives.

Assistant Moderator. The Assistant Moderator is primarily responsible--
.

for taking over the Moderator'S duties should the Moderator be absent.
Evaluator. The Evaluator observes and records the participation of each

group member. His record of each member's performance is used during evaluation
sessions to help, assess their overall contribution.

Antagonists and Protagonists. Group members who are not functioning as
Moderator, Assistant Moderator, or Evaluator are classed as Antagonists and
Protagonists. Group discussions are often generated by controversial topics.
The material provided to students for the basis of their' discussion holds a
certain position to be true. Protagonists argue in support of the position;
Antagonists argue, against the position.

Teacher. What happens to the teacher while students are participating
in the groups? Clearly, she does not take a coffee break. Her role in the
group process i3 to serve as roving consultant and obseroar. Being relieved
of the vole of information-giver, she is free to interact with the groups when
her counsel,. is needed or with individual students when they have particular
problems. Her presence, however, is far less prominent than that of the tradi-
tional teacher.

One traditional function the teacher continues to serve in the coopera-
tive group process is that of evaluator. The difference in this case is that
the teacher is only one of the evaluators. The stz6e.ots oloo evaluate, both
themselves and each other. The teacher evaluless the.:-..t evaluations. Ms. Wells
always reserves the right to ask group memberd to reevaWate themselves if she
feels they are judging themselves too favorably or too severely.

Deciding what subject matter will be taught and what materials will be
used is another function of the teacher. Ms. Wells uses a basic text for each
class and supplements th,2 text with assignments from the schools' paperback
library. Films and filmstrips are used for sessions when the whole class meets

Ma. wale assists a temporarily "leaderless' group.

The optimum group size for cooperative group
discussion is five to seven students.

The physical ayout of the classroom
graphically (left) and pictorially
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WHAT HAPPENS DAY-T6-DAY.;, -

,
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Once:the:groUn are formed:and:everyone understands' his role, what happens?

In a typical/eiekonday is preperitionday. Moderators meet with the teacher,

to plan theWattiiYities, groupipproachisto neWMaterial,,problim students, .-

leadership processes, evaluation of materials, and'avaluation of groups. At the

same time, therest of the(stedinte prepare for their participation in the group:

under the direction of a team-teacher or a studentAiide. :
. ..

On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday students participate in their coopera-.

_tive group discussion,. The amount of time allotted to these.discussions is con-.:

trolled so the grOups Adjourn,When intereet.begins,to Wane. The last 10 or-15

minutes of.each,seesiokare used by theOlodirators to report to the'.entire-class:

The reports grOititedin,tho fain of hypdtheesa and supportive evidence., - .

At least,pertfef:7riday's:cliee time'is typically used for,evaluition.
During thietiii:gre*Meibers-are aekWie'eiieluate themselves individually'
and to evaluate their a cooperative unit. .;This kind of regular evalu-

ation and feedbackii'an important metivatoelOr the students. .

, . ,. ,

EVALUATION . ., 2 '
,

,

V
.

.,

.
,,- .

,

In describing the MelbOurne program, evaluation has been mentioned!eaveral
,

times. Since one of the Most'common criticisms of:the small group approach is
that eveluationof.such groups is difficult, Ms. Walla has put considerable am- -.,,

,-, phaaie on evaluative methods .:: She nowjaeseeveril-forms of evaluation, with ,,...

much of.theevaluating.dOne by the student4thimielves.. The Moderator of each
group is reeponsible'foileidicg_anoral-evaluntion period.at'thi end of each '.

group session. Dailyredorde,of:theie'obserVations are-kept.'.
At the end of ilweek:Or two, 'members make.written-elieluation of their. . .

performances. Again each ieember:ii'evaluated by.thevModeratorthe,other group- ..
members, and by himself:Y.1%e guide for these evaluations is ehoWnlin the box''.
below.' Should a'itudent be dissatisfied with;the rating he receives, he has :
the right:to,ask for s'private meeting of his group and for the teacher to re-
evaluate

'.

.thi-rating. . -
.

While students are evaluating themselves, the teacher is also evaluating

them. During'a cooperative group session the teicher:rstes students the

following criteria:, .

.
,

,
.

. .

, ,

1., Hol.itho group self-evaluates , , . .

.

.

,

2.. HoW,thCmembers cirrY:out.aseigned roles . ., ; '

3. Meeting'of:itateCobjeCtives .
-

. VVV . _

4. Skiain analysing, synthesising, and evaluating issues
5. Moderator's skill in promoting group effort

.

, . .
.

Each etudent'sratings:are averaged
,

to get a single.ecori.- The numerical rat- - .

ings are later converted to letter grades lone equiling7an Afiveisqua ng en .:...

'T) to obtain the studentia final grade. The teacher's ratings are.alwaye,:,:-

posted;, a precticeihat%leads toeonsidnrible.-Coppetition among' the groups. ,.. .,:.

.0nethird toioneAlalf-of a student's.finaleik. weeks' grade is dependent,

on hie performance in the cooperative grO*process./Ms. Welle'determinei this ,

part of the, grade byconsidering.the:role:playeebythe itudent'in the group, ,'. ,

his peer evaluation,Thiseelf7evaluetion;':andher own obiervatit-s. The re-

:minder of -a grade is baled on;tasting, nis'ofindependent 'study time,. class _ .

participation, project work, and written work.:
. .

STUDENTS' VIEW OF COOPERATIVE GROUPING ,
.

. ,

. .

. .

To determine how students feel about their participation in the small
groupprocessvMs..Fellsiin conjunction with researchers from Johns Hopkins : ,.

University, has donee,queitionnaire study:of:studentviews:. ThOemOonses of-
.- the'students:wers compared with thosettetUdenrs'who took a more traditional,. .

lecture-type course in American history. Comparisons of the two sets of ques-

tionnairestionnaires turned up. some expected and some unexpected:resulte.-: - ,
.

In their overall view of the cOoperativigroupmethod,'students reported :-
that their group participation required "quite 'a bit" of effort and was impor-

tent to their final grade: They did. not consider the Clear to be a "push-

over."' V V .,

',Avmight be expected,.cooperative group participants felt the pressure
of peer group expectation.muCh more keenly than did the control group students
Forty-seven percent of the control etudentu'said they didnot'csre(whit:their
fellow' students thought about their class work; 2l% of the cooperative group .

students laid they'did:nOt'care. , , ,

Sinee'onejoUthe advantages of the small group method is, thought to be
,

the interpersonal relationships which it promotes, the.researchers were inter-'
ested in how students felt aboUC their group. contacts.- While cooperative group
students reported working more often wier,othevetUdents' this class interac,-:
tion.did not carry over into their 'out-of-class lives.

students,
not buildup ,-

friendships in the classroom and meintainthem'outside of'class.'. When asked ,

if being. in small groups enlarged, her circleomis.student replied,"

"No. It only anlarges.your,numberef acquaintances: I mean even peOpleI've

been in snail groups with-before, halfotthem'I've forgotten their names."
One explanation given' for this finding is that students in'thetooperative . -.



groups are required to be so task-oriented that there really is not much oppor-
tunity for socializing.

The most unexpected finding came to light when students were asked to
evaluate their self-competence in interpersonal relations. It was expected
that their small, group experience would make the cooperative group students
feel more competent in group situations than their control group counterparts.
The opposite proved true. Cooperative group students, especially the Modera-
tors, viewed themselves as less effective in group participation. It may be
that the cooperative group process produced "reality" situations in which
students were forced to recognize their limitations in group dynamics. Without
similar reality confrontations, the control students seemed to have higher, but
untested, opinions of their abilities.

Apparently, the reality quality of the cooperative group method did not
"turn-off" students. At least in terms of attendance, cooperative group stu-
dents showed more cummitment than control students. Sixty-three percent of
cooperative group students reported "never" purposely staying away from class
as compared with 461 of the control students. Whether they attended more
regularly because they liked the class or because peer expectation compelled
them to attend is not known.

TEACHER'S VIEW OF COOPERATIVE GROUPING

With cooperative groups and large groups, Moderators and Evaluators,
peer evaluation and self-evaluations, training sessions and Moderator sessions,
how does the teacher manage to keep on top of the situation? In reply to this
concern Ms. Wells says,

If a teacher is well organized, knows her material, understands
the group process, presents the process correctly, demands atten-
tion and respect, is serious about evaluation of the process,
reinforces, makes objectives clear, gives the students a feeling
of accomplishment, and doesn't have a nervous breakdown, all
should progress well.

A formidable undertaking to be sure, but Ms. Wells firmly believes that the end
results are worth the effort for both the students and the teacher.

An important benefit for the teacher employing the small group approach
is that she is no longer the sole motivator in the class. Because of the peer
pressure inherent in the group process, she can depend on the students to moti-
vete ,each other to perform and achieve. Students also become instrumental in
their own socialization and relieve the teacher of the constant need to en-
courage the shy and discourage the boisterous class members.

No method assures success with all students; however, Ms. Wells contends
that the small group approach cuts failures to a minimum. as support for her
contention, she states that in a control class using traditional teaching
methods, 18 out of 150 students failed. Using the cooperative group process,
only 12 out of 280 students failed. In some years she has had students fail
the first semester under traditional methods but pass the second semester
under the group approach.

For other teachers who would like to try the small group method, Ms.
Wells suggests the following steps:

1. Inform yourself and the students of the techniques and
styles of grouping

2. Create confidence by experimentation
3. Be sure to use total group, and teacher evaluation
4. Think positively with students and be-as relaxed as

possible

Despite the enormity of the task, Ms. Wells' final assurance is that "all hell
will not break loose."

PREPARATION FOR THE "REAL" WORLD.

This is an age when more people want to be heard, when much of daily
life centers around small group activities, when we are all admonished to care
about one another. Are school systems adequately preparing students to func-
tion effectively in the demanding situations found in this "real" world? The

small group method of education does provide specific preparation for inter-
personal interactions. It forces students to relate to one another. It in-
volves students in their own learning. It gives experience in small group
participation. In short, it requires students to become involved. Whether a
student becomes the president of. General Motors or the head of a family--or
both--surely experience in human relations will be valuable to him.
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